Wasi Cross Country Ski Club Annual General Meeting
April 10, 2018
Present: Jennifer Brown, Scott Taylor, Tim Collins, Terry Shakell, Stephen Hart, Kerry
Somerville, Donna Burton, Joan Clark, Gordon Valliant, Peter Taylor, John Roberts,
Emerson Hunt, Ivan Rand, David Minden, Duncan Hill, Noel Porlier, Allen Bale, Emily
Ann Smylie
1. Welcome and Call to Order
 Kerry welcomed everyone and called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m. Board
members who are retiring from the Board, Jennifer Brown, John Roberts and
Emerson Hunt, were thanked for their contributions to the Wasi Cross Country Ski
Club over the years and presented with framed photos of a Wasi Cross Country Ski
Club trail scene.
2. Approval of the Agenda
 Kerry added one item to the agenda under “New Business” – Presentation by club
member David Minden.
 The members present voted to approve the agenda.
3. Approval of the Minutes from 2017 Annual General Meeting, April 4, 2017
 The minutes from the April 4, 2017 AGM were acknowledged
 Steve moved to approve the minutes. Peter seconded the motion. The members
present voted in favour.
4. Business Arising from the Minutes – None
5. President’s Report – (see attached President’s Report) Kerry read the President’s
annual report, thanking Board members and other club volunteers for their hard
work. She summarized hi-lights from the 2017-18 season including:






IION donation enabling construction of new towable warm up hut
Successful snowshoe loaning program in partnership with the East Ferris Library
Several group visits to the Club’s ski and snowshoe trails
Very successful events such as free hot dog lunch and moonlight ski snowshoe
despite extreme cold and, at times, poor trail conditions.
Successful advertising initiatives

A couple of problems were also identified:
 Poor weather forced cancellation of Ski Backwards Weekend
 Trespassing on trails in April by ATV resulting in damage to track and near
collision with skier
6. Treasurer’s Report
(see attached Treasurer’s Report) John summarized the season as being good
despite weather challenges. He congratulated the Board for initiatives such as the
snowshoe trails and moonlight campfires, which helped the Club through, “what
could have been a bad season”. Hi-lights include:
 A $2,000 donation was received from Innovations Initiatives Ontario North for
materials to build a new towable warm-up hut.
 Revenues were $13,818 compared to last year’s $16,242 for annual
memberships and $5,359 compared to last year’s $6,393 for day passes which,
in both cases, is about a 15% drop from 2016/2017.




Expenses down about $8,000 over last year due to decision to go with a minor
solar system upgrade and reduced trail grooming expenses because of poor
weather.
Allowing for expenses still to be made, (end of season maintenance of
equipment, insurance, solar upgrade, purchase of flail mower), the “net worth” at
the end of the fiscal year is expected to be $37,156.

7. Web Masters Report
(see attached Web Master’s Report). John reported the following:
 No major changes made to the website this year; use of only free plug-ins has
been implemented.
 In order to try to improve the website’s performance, John has removed
documents which were formerly stored there and used a plug-in to
compact/optimize photos but still the site seems to be slow. He’ll continue to
work on this.
 We need to find a place to store archival documents once we decide what to
keep.
 No need to structurally refresh the website at this time but background photos
and colours could use an update. John will try to find suitable photos and work on
this over the summer
8. Registrar’s Report
 Donna reported that fewer memberships were purchased this season, especially
in January which is usually a busy month. Again, the unfavourable weather and
ski conditions were factors.
 Noel asked if numbers were available for the registrants who skied vs. the
number who snowshoed. It was reported that this was something we did not
currently track.
9. Trails Report – (see attached document) – Steve summarized the 2017-18 season
as follows:
 Despite challenging weather, the season was successful in terms of trails and
grooming.
 Pre-season trail brushing completed in time for first snowfall thanks to efforts of
dedicated volunteers.
 Early snowfall in December enabled groomers to roll the trails but track not set
until Christmas week due to lack of subsequent snowfalls.
 Some flooding in January due to frozen culverts but conditions improved in
February when all trails finally opened. Snowfalls in March provided good
conditions for March Break and early April snow extended the season into the
second week of April.
 The three grooming teams and work schedule of one week per three week period
worked well. Grooming volunteers were thanked for their hard work.
 The new towable warm up hut was a success, requiring minimal set up and
removal time and effort. It still requires some finishing touches.
 Snow machines are in good shape and should last several years and a tow
behind flail mower will be purchased this summer to facilitate trail brushing in the
fall.
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10. Advertising Report for 2017-2018 Season
Joan reported on the procedures undertaken over the past season to publicize the
Club and planned events. (see attached document) A summary of the report is as
follows:
 The process for establishing schedule of events for the upcoming season and
producing events calendar was outlined
 Explanation of how and where the events calendar is distributed, listing who
receives the info. and what media outlets are utilized. ( print publications, CTV,
Cogeco, Facebook, Kijiji, Tangr. )
 Explanation of how registration procedure is communicated to returning
members using email
 Joan commented on the performance of various media outlets with respect to
ease in posting information, dependability, frequency of advertisements, and
areas reached by the ads.
 Joan advised that advertising will be expanded next season to include Callander
and North Bay libraries.
11. Building Report
Kerry reported that there were no major issues with the building for the 2017/2018
season.
Thanks to Peter Taylor for supplying all the kindling again this year!
Some of the firewood is too large and needs to be split into smaller pieces. Firewood
will not be purchased this year as we still have a 2-year supply.
The door handle on the front door was replaced last fall as it was no longer working.
Chimney cleaning, windows and chalet cleaning in the fall will be needed. The
exterior window trim needs to be sanded and painted and quotes are being obtained
for the chalet to be pressure washed as the back siding is quite dirty and stained.
Some signage will be updated for the upcoming season.
12. New Business – A two-part presentation was made by Wasi Cross Country Ski Club
member, David Minden (see attached). This revision of Mr. Minden’s original
presentation (note highlighted area) was submitted one day following the AGM.
- the first part of the presentation dealt with the Nipissing Forest and Logging on
Crown Land and the need to be vigilant on any changes to the Forest
Management Plan which might impact the Wasi Cross Country Ski Club.
- The second part of the presentation dealt with recommendations for off season
trail work and associated budget considerations.
The Board thanked Mr. Minden for his presentation and suggestions for improvement
to the trails, and these will be considered when planning future trail work.
13. Election
Kerry reported that, through acclamation, a new Board of Directors with a full
complement of 15 members has been installed for the next two seasons. There are 6
new members on the Board: Tim Collins, Duncan Hill, Emily Ann Smylie, Scott
Taylor, Ivan Rand and Gerri van Amelsfoort.
14. Adjournment – meeting adjourned at 8:10 p.m.
As recorded by Jennifer Brown
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REPORTS
Wasi AGM 2018 Presidents report Prepared by Kerry Somerville
I want to thank all of the Board members for their dedication and hard work this season.
Thank you to Barb Roberts and Debbie Faith for heading the election committee and gently
persuading 6 members to join the board for the next term.
Thank you to all the volunteers who helped with chalet hosting, special events, trail prep and trail
grooming. A special thank you to Gerry Dyer and Agnes Legault for all their hard work with the
snowshoe trails and Katherine Macleod for taking on the Chalet Host Co-ordinator duties.
Thank you to Robert Deline of IION for their generous donation to build the new hut. Thank you
to the hut builders.
The snowshoe loaning program partnering with the East Ferris Library has proven to be a great
success. 42 Ladies / 34 Mens / 26 kids snowshoes for a total 102 were loaned out this season.
The library is very pleased with the program and will continue it for next year.
Three groups came to the club this season. Trinity Church brought a large group and borrowed all
of the adult snowshoes from the library. The Southshore Education Center brought a group of
students and teachers to ski. A Girl Guide troop form North Bay borrowed a number of
snowshoes and used the trails one evening in March.
It was a good start to the season but then we were plagued with too cold, too warm, too wet, not
enough snow!
The Special Events are growing in popularity and were well attended even when the weather was
not co-operating or the trails were not in great shape.
Unfortunately, Ski Backwards Weekend had to be cancelled as the Board felt, with the reduced
season, it was unfair to some skiers.
Our advertising is proving beneficial and effective in attracting new people to the Special Events.
An ATV used the trails on April 6 and 9, the OPP have been contacted and an investigation is
ongoing.

Financial Report for 2018 AGM
I’ve attached our financial reports. Our fiscal year-end is not until the end of May, but I’ve done a
complete update and analysis to prepare for the AGM. This email and its attachments will be my
financial report for the AGM.
In the “month” report you’ll see that we have some outstanding Income (Zone4 day fees $45,
Zone4 membership $102, Wasi day fees $126 for a total of $273). This is Income which has not
yet been deposited to our account but is on its way. I’ve included it in the totals discussed below.
This is not an issue or concern but it’s the 1st time that I’ve included outstanding Income so I
thought I’d best mention it.
In the “income” report you’ll note that both Annual Fees Income ($13,818) and Day Use Income
($5,359) were both down. In fact both of them were the lowest of the 5 years since I’ve been
keeping track, with each being down about 15% compared to last year. I believe that this was
entirely due to the weather. I also believe it would have been worse if it wasn’t for initiatives like
the snowshoe trails and the moonlight campfires. My congratulations to the board for these, and
other, initiatives that helped us through what could have been a bad year.
The following comments are based on the “y-t-d” report.
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 Donations Income includes a $2,000 donation from Innovations Initiatives Ontario North

towards materials for the warmup hut.
 I’ve changed the Income Outlook to match Y-T-D on the assumption that we won’t be

receiving any more monies.
 I’ve updated the Expenses Outlook to more closely match Y-T-D with the following

exceptions:
o I left $1,000 in Equip & Maint for end-of-season tuneups on the snow machines.
o I didn’t change Insurance as we have another payment to make.
o I left money for a solar system upgrade and a flail mower under Capital.
o I left small amounts in Fuel, Chalet and Misc.
 That leaves us with overall Expenses down nearly $8,000. Most of this was due to
deciding on a minor solar system upgrade rather than either a hydro or full solar system
installation. I’d categorize the rest of the savings as due to the weather – with less
grooming and other usage-related expenses.
 My projection then is that we’ll have a “net worth” at the end of the fiscal year of
$37,156 versus the $30,499 in our budget.
I haven’t yet moved any monies out of our chequing account into an interest-yielding account or
GIC but that should be done as soon as we know how much money we’ll need for summer and
fall projects. My projection is that we’ll have $24,692 in our chequing account and $12,464 in a
GIC at the end of the fiscal year. That’s if we get a flail mower and upgrade the solar system as
contemplated. We’ll obviously have more if we don’t do those projects.
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Thank you,
John Roberts
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Webmaster Report for AGM 2018
I didn’t make any major changes to our website this year. I was able to get us to where we only
use free plug-ins.
The plug-in I was using to display photo galleries quit working recently and, since I was using
their free version, there wasn’t much help available. I got around the problem by switching to
another free photo gallery plug-in. I had to reload all the pictures, but this probably wasn’t much
more effort than working with the coder on getting support for a paid version would have been.
I’m still trying to improve the site’s performance. Our website doesn’t seem any more complex or
larger than several others I maintain, but I think it’s slower. I removed all the documents we used
to store there, and ran a plug-in to compact/optimize all the photos, but it didn’t seem to help. I’ll
keep working on this.
We do fairly will in placing high on internet searches, but I often spend a bit of time working on
moving us higher. I just checked using Google search – we came 3rd (with Nordic taking 1st and
2nd) on a “cross country ski North Bay” search, and were on page 3 of a “cross country ski
Ontario” search.
I also have to find a place to store our archival documents. Emerson used to have a “board” area
of the old website where somebody would upload things like minutes, financial reports, grant
applications, logos, and whatever. I initially did the same with the new website but deleted all of
it from the website in an attempt to speed things up. I currently keep all this stuff on my Google
Drive. I could leave it there, or put it back on our website, but first we have to determine what we
should be keeping and who ought to be uploading it. Once we figure that out I can determine the
best place to keep it all.
Finally – websites ought to be refreshed or rebuilt on a regular basis. I think ours is structurally
OK for a few more years but I would like to update the background photos and colours. The
challenge is finding suitable photos – I need ones that have a “horizontalness” to them and most
of the ones we have are vertical. Or maybe I can find a “theme” that’ll work better with the
photos we have. Kerry has sent me a few new photos so hopefully I’ll be able to find enough to
refresh the look of our website. I intend to work on this a bit through the summer.
Thank you,
John Roberts

AGM Trails Report April 10, 2018
Although we had a very challenging season weather wise, we still had a successful season in
terms of trails and grooming.
Preseason trail prep was the normal labour intensive work, but we had a number of dedicated
volunteers helping to get all the trail cutting and brushing done in time for the snow. We did have
a couple of minor repairs to do to brushing equipment this year.
The season started off with good early season snowfall in December that allowed us to get the
trails rolled. Unfortunately though the early snowfall was followed by very cold temperatures
and no additional snowfall that made track setting on the trails impossible due to the thin base.
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We finally were able to set a minimal track in time for the Christmas break, but we were hitting
bottom with the groomer in several locations on the trails.
The very cold temperatures in Dec/Jan also played havoc with some of our culverts, freezing
them solid. This resulted in the main trail back from the Blue becoming flooded requiring a
temporary diversion of skiers backwards to the Chalet. Finally good snow conditions showed up
in February for about three weeks and we finally managed to get all trails open and in Excellent
condition. Again though we were challenged by several melts, heavy rains followed by freezing
conditions creating solid ice on the trails. The snowfall in March came just in time to salvage the
March break skiing, followed by a couple of recent surprise snowfalls in April that have allowed
us to extend the season into the second week of April.
This year we went back to creating three grooming teams for our trail grooming. Each team
consisted of one captain and two other volunteers. Each team was responsible for grooming the
trails for a one week period every three weeks. This helped reduce the work load on our
volunteers and allowed everyone a chance to have a break. I hope to continue this next year. A
big thank you to our grooming volunteers: Captains: Scott Taylor, Tim Collins, Stephen Hart
Team members: Duncan Hill, Martin Lachapelle, Jim Dickson, Gus Baker, and Bob Graham.
The new tow-able warm up hut has proven a success. We were able to tow it with our
snowmobiles with little difficulty. This has decreased the time required to take out and setup the
warm up hut from 4-5 hours for six volunteers down to and hour and a half for two or three
volunteers. It is hoped that with a few finishing touches this will be a popular addition to the
club.
All of the snowmobiles have fared well this year and required little maintenance. It is hoped that
we should be able to keep our oldest machine at least another 5 years and our middle aged
machine for at least another ten years.
This summer I am hoping to purchase the club a tow behind flail mower that should reduce the
amount of manual labour required to cut the trails in the fall. This should be a welcomed
improvement for our volunteers.
Steve Hart

Advertising Report for AGM April 10, 2018
Publicity unfolds in the following ways once we have determined which events will be taking
place over the ski season:
 The event dates are usually decided at either the October or November Board Meeting.
The president forwards an e-mail to the publicity coordinator with all the details of the
events and their dates.
 The publicity coordinator then made up an events calendar indicating the cost, date and
brief description of what the participants can expect at each event. The calendar is similar
each year so it is just a matter of changing the dates and cutting and pasting from the
previous year's calendar.
 The events calendar is then forwarded to the Municipality of East Ferris
(municipality@eastferris.ca) and the Chamber of Commerce(sue@nbdcc.ca), asking
them to post the events on the websites. The events calendar was also sent to a contact at
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the Nugget and the Community Voices (nb.bulletin@sunmedia.ca). The Community
Voices may have had a contact change as our events were not showing in February
however the events did show up in the Nugget each week. I will verify contact
information for the Nugget & Community Voices before our next meeting in the Fall.
 Our first event is Registration Day in December. The members who provided their e-mail
addresses on the latest membership list for 2018 are sent an e-mail advising them of the
date and a coy of the Registration Form is attached.
 Posters for all the events were created in time for the December Board meeting. Similar
to the Events Calendar, the Events Posters are all on file so it is just a matter of using last
year's poster and updating the dates. Elaine Oshell, Kerry Sommerville and Terry Shakell
were given copies of the posters. Over the season, Elaine would put them up at the
Valumart and post office in Powassan. Kerry and Terry took care of the Astorville area:
library, post office, arena and Perron's Freshmart. A big help to me - thank you all!
 I then began, around the end of November, posting our events about a month ahead of
each event, through the various media outlets websites: CTV, Cogeco. Our events were
aired free of charge as public service announcements without fail, on these two television
stations.
 Kijiji, Facebook and Tangr are also means of advertising our events free of charge. This
year saw us use Tangr and Kijiji Muskoka for the first time. Surprisingly, there were
many visits on the Muskoka site. Tangr is very dependable and I can post all the events
for the year knowing that they will pop up for sure the day of the event but can be seen
when browsing Tangr events page. Our Wasi Facebook page has seen lots of interest and
members seem to go there when they have particular questions about the events or ski
conditions.
 The board approved advertising our club in the Chisholm
Newsletter(admin@chisholm.ca) for the months of December/17, January/18 and
February/18 at $ 20 per ad. I have the template on file and e-mail it to the Chisholm
Newsletter the day after the November board meeting to ensure publication in their
December Newsletter.
There are plans to expand the advertising to the Callander & North Bay libraries for the next
ski season.
Report prepared by Joan Clark, Advertising Wasi XC Ski Club.

Wasi AGM Presentation by David Minden
April 10, 2018
A. The Nipissing Forest and Logging on Crown Lands
At the outset, don’t get excited about this. It is not “bad news”.
As background, Ontario is divided into 41 ‘forest management units’
https://www.ontario.ca/page/management-units-and-forest-management-plan-renewal-schedules
and we are in what is called the ‘Nipissing Forest’. It extends from Mattawa and the Ottawa River
on the east, to Warren on the west, from Trout Creek and Restoule on the south, to Marten River
on the north. It encompasses 845,000 ha of Crown managed land, of which 550,000 ha are
available for timber production. It does not include provincial parks and conservation reserves
and water. It does not include private land. This MITIG map is useful as it distinguishes between
Crown land (light green) and private land (buff).
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Under the direction of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), a licencing
process exists whereby a private corporation is granted the licence to manage the forest and
coordinate all logging activities in a sustainable manner. This is regulated by Ontario legislation
called the Sustainable Forests Act. The current licencee is Nipissing Forest Resource
Management Inc., which is based in Callander, Ontario.
Logging on the Nipissing Forest goes through an extensive planning process and results in the
FMP – the Forest Management Plan. These plans extend for 10-year periods and we are nearing
the end of the current 2009-19 FMP. Planning is now underway for the next 10-year plan from
2019 to 2029. The planning process for the upcoming 2019-29 FMP extends over 2 years and
includes public consultation at open houses, which will start this spring. The FMP is written by a
professional forester at Nipissing Forest Resource Management Inc.
Involved in the FMP process is a committee I am on, called the Local Citizens Committee. It is
comprised of many stakeholders and users of the forest and I happen to represent cottagers.
Others represent groups such as trappers, trails, First Nations groups, tourism, and the public at
large. The committee, which meets monthly, is an advisory committee during the FMP process
and also discusses and makes recommendations on a variety of topics related to forest
management in non-planning years.
One of the significant parts of the FMP process involves the identification of “values” on the
forest where logging activities are restricted. There are two kinds of values. “Natural values”
include, for example, eagle nests, deer wintering conifer areas, and water crossings. “Social
values” include anything related to human use of the forest such as identified canoe routes and
portages, trappers’ cabins, and designated trails that are under a Land Use Permit or LUP. All
identified values have a prescription called an Area of Concern or AOC. An equally important
document containing “Conditions on Regular Operations” (COR) documents values that are not
mapped but may be encountered during day to day logging operations. AOC and COR
prescriptions are expressed as distances around the value where logging activity restrictions are in
place. For example, a raptor nest with a breeding pair of bald eagles has an AOC prescription for
a reserve of 1 km during breeding season. Canoe routes have an AOC of a 50 m reserve from the
treed edge of the shore. Most wildlife and natural AOCs across Ontario are defined in a document
called the Stand and Site Guide. But there is no guide for social values and all are negotiated in
one way or another. There are over 100 AOCs that restrict logging in a wide variety of situations.
Of interest here to the Wasi Ski Club is the AOC for trails. Actually, there are very few trails
identified under a LUP on the Nipissing Forest, even though there are thousands of unofficial
trails as well as snowmobile trails, which do not have AOCs.
The current AOC for hiking, biking and X-C ski trails is as follows:
The full AOC distance is 60 m from the centre of the trail on both sides.
The first 30 m is a Reserve where no logging permitted.
The second 30 m is termed “Modified” where specific directions maintain some forest cover,
usually about 50%, and may be in 30 m wide strips in a clear cut area.
Other details relate to roads and aggregate extraction.
The Crown Land on which the Wasi Ski trails are situated includes eighteen 100-acre lots
between Lake Nosbonsing Road and Derland Road. (1800 acres equals about 720 ha). The forest
here is primarily a mixed wood forest characterized by poplar and white birch, white spruce and
balsam fir, and small amounts of maple, oak, basswood, and white pine.
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During the FMP process to date, the following has come to light:
There appears to be a shortage of poplar on the Nipissing Forest, but there are other areas
where poplar will be harvested in the next 10 years. This area is not being included in the
10-year FMP for 2019-29. But it could be at some point in the future.
Recommendations






Keep an eye on this in 10 years as we get towards the end of the 2019-29 FMP in
2027. I would recommend that the AOC for trails be strengthened. This involves
a negotiation process and, if not satisfactory, there is a formal issue resolution
process that one can follow.
There is a trails representative on the LCC and it would be advisable to work
with whoever is filling that role. Or if you’re interested in forestry, consider
becoming a member in the future. I think that the origin of the Trails AOC
assumed straight-line trails, not a loop system. Restricting skid roads and forest
access roads from crossing the Wasi ski trails would preserve the integrity of the
ski trail system.
I would also recommend keeping an eye on this very quietly; don’t bring
unwanted attention.

B. Some recommendations for off-season trail expenditures and trail work - Some
ways to spend club money.) Most suggestions come with a price tag, so these are made
knowing there will be some expenditure of club reserves. The most important aspect of
any ski club is the trails and quality of skiing and safety of skiers.
1. Snowshoe Trails
General observation: In my opinion, there are too many snow shoe trails. Several are redundant
and duplicate the terrain of trails nearby. There are 7 locations where snowshoe trails cross ski
trails and I think that is excessive. So my recommendation is to review and condense the
snowshoe trail system and reduce the number of crossings of ski trails.
2. Build a drag to level the trail surface and set a flat track
Early in the season, I popped into the clubhouse and suggested to the president that the trails
needed dragging and levelling. The answer was that the club does not have a drag. When
grooming ski trails, the process needs to include “dragging” or “levelling” the snow surface. Wasi
used to have a black metal drag that was pulled behind a snowmobile. If no longer here, a new
drag needs to be built from steel or 6x6 timbers. This levelling of the snow surface is vital if you
want a good track that has a level bottom surface. Otherwise, a bumpy track bottom will cause
skis – especially fish-scale no-wax classic skis – to drag on the upper parts of the bumps.
3. Summer trail work needed
Summer trail work is needed for two situations: first, to create space on uphills to allow
herringbone technique without obliterating the tracks, and second, to modify the trail
boundaries on downhills to improve the track setting line and the safety of skiers.
i.

On uphills to allow herringbone technique on one side
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The process of lifting the left side track setter to allow room to herringbone on the left is not
working. First, many skiers cannot understand the concept or they refuse to shift to the side if
they need to herringbone. Second, in many spots, (and this applies to the outer trails as well) it’s
simply not wide enough to herringbone without crossing skis onto the track. The result is that
after a few hours or a day or so, the uphill tracks in many locations are obliterated, and those that
wish to use the tracks, cannot.
Here are some suggestions to remedy this:
(i) First, note with orange flagging tape every uphill section where the trail needs to be
widened on the left side to give room to herringbone. Summer trail work will
involve tree cutting and machine work if necessary. The trail needs to be about 2
metres wider in these locations.
(ii) When grooming the trails in winter, pack and drag these areas very wide on the left.
(iii) When track setting, keep to the right side with a single track, leaving the open space
on the left.
(iv) Most important: Post a small sign at each of these locations (and also around the
clubhouse and on the web site): “Skier etiquette – please herringbone on left side of
uphills. Do not herringbone over set tracks.” On downhills to produce straight-line
track setting
Many of the longer downhills are characterized by a hook or sudden direction change. These
cause skiers to be forced out of the tracks. Falls and injuries can result. Downhill tracks should be
as straight as possible. If there is a curve, it must be extremely gradual and relative to the
steepness and curve. After track setting, the groomer should ski the trails and immediately note
and try to correct any mistakes. Drivers may be driving too fast on downhills, causing jiggly
downhill tracks. After several days, observe where skiers are being thrown out of the tracks, but
many of these spots are already known.
Summer trail work will involve removing trees and brush to widen the trail boundary.
Five examples of downhills where this is needed are:
a. The downhill at the end of the Yellow just before the merging with the Blue. There is
a hook in the downhill about ½ way down that can be easily rectified with trail
clearing and tree removal on the left side. The result will be a straight downhill track
with no jiggle.
b. In the middle of the Yellow are a few spots that need machine work. Single tracking
of the trail will work much better. The aim is to provide not only better downhill lines
but also better areas for herringbone technique if needed on two uphill sections.
Summer trail work on the Yellow should be done anticipating single tracking right
down the middle.
c. The downhill on the Green between where the Red trail shortcut comes in and where
the Red merges with the Green. One alternative is to set the tracks a lot closer to the
right side, and some machine work is required in that spot to deal with a large rock.
Filling in with gravel might work. Where the track is set now (on the left side after a
downhill), there is too sharp a turn and many skiers are thrown out of the track and
fall, especially when the tracks are glazed or icy. Pushing the trail boundary to the
right will allow the track to be further to the right and straighten the turn. A second
alternative is to eliminate the turn completely. The last 50 m of the Green could go
straight and intersect with the Red in a new location a bit south of where it is now.
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d. The last downhill on the Purple just before it merges with the Green. There should
not be a hook or sudden jog halfway down the trail, where skiers are gaining velocity.
Do some work on the left side and make it easier for the groomer on the snowmobile
to set a truer line. Presently, the driver is following the tree line on the sides – that’s
what produces the jog in the trail.
e. Both downhills at the very end of the trail system can be very difficult the way they
are track set with several hooks and quick changes in direction. In addition to the
changes in direction, the so-called “easier” route is often placed too close to the bush
on the right side. Trimming on the right side is needed.
Lastly, a note about single vs double track setting:
My observations are that the heaviest used trails are the outer trails: Green, Purple, and
Red. Least used are the shorter inner trails: Yellow, Blue (both ways), and the Orange.
Coincidentally, the Yellow, Blue, and Orange are “double track set”. My conclusion: the
single tracked trails are preferred. The Blue is not really double track set as it is 2-way
and the signs read “Keep left”. So it is single tracked in both directions. Single tracking in
the middle of all trails will make it much easier to improve track setting generally and
provide a safer and more enjoyable skiing experience.
Summary of expenditures needed:
-

Condense snowshoe trail system to reduce number of ski trail crossings
Build drag to level snow surface
Widen uphill herringbone locations so track on right will not be skied over
Produce signage and advertising to educate skiers
Widen trail boundaries to improve track setting on key downhill sections
Recommended Contractor (if hiring outside help) – Rod Clouthier Landscaping
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